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Abstract— A bidomain reaction-diffusion model of the human
heart was developed and potentials resulting from normal
depolarization and repolarization were compared with results
from a compatible monodomain model. Comparisons were
made for an empty isolated heart and for a heart with fluid-
filled ventricles. Both sinus rhythm and ectopic activation were
simulated. The model took 2 days on 32 processors to simulate a
complete cardiac cycle. Differences between monodomain and
bidomain results were very small, even for the extracellular
potentials which, for the monodomain model, were computed
with a high-resolution forward model. Electrograms computed
with monodomain and bidomain models were visually indistin-
guishable. We conclude that, in the absence of applied currents,
propagating action potentials on the scale of a human heart can
be studied with a monodomain model.

In memory of Dr. Ramesh M. Gulrajani (1944–2004)

I. INTRODUCTION

The bidomain model of cardiac tissue represents active

tissue on a macroscopic scale by relating membrane ionic

current, membrane potential (Vm), and extracellular potential

(φe) [1]. It was originally used to derive forward models,

which compute extracellular and body-surface potentials

from given Vm [2]. Later the bidomain model was also

used to link multiple membrane models together to form

a bidomain reaction-diffusion (R-D) model [3].

Because bidomain R-D models have to solve an implicit

equation to obtain φe at every step, their use has long been

limited to relatively small models. For human-heart simula-

tions, either fixed velocities and waveforms, or monodomain

models were used to keep the problem tractable [4]. A

monodomain model cannot always be used, because it does

not permit currents in the extracellular domain to influence

Vm and ionic currents. This influence obviously has to be

taken into account when there are applied currents due to

pacing or defibrillation [5]. But even when there are no

impressed currents, current flow through the extracellular and

extracardiac space may influence Vm [3], [6].

Whole-heart bidomain R-D models for the mouse and the

rabbit have recently been reported [7], [5]. These models

discretize the rodent heart with less than a million nodes.

In contrast, a bidomain model of the human heart requires

approximately 50 million nodes. Solving the bidomain equa-

tions on such a large grid is difficult and requires the use of
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supercomputers. It is therefore important to determine if a

bidomain model is necessary for propagation in the human

heart. Several groups have described methods designed for

bidomain human-heart models and tested them on a smaller

scale [6], [8], [9]. We created a new model which differs from

these because of its ability to simulate a complete cardiac

cycle at full resolution. In this study we use our new model to

compare conduction velocities and φe between monodomain

and bidomain models. To obtain φe for the monodomain

model we used a forward model that computed φe from Vm

in the same way as the bidomain model.

II. METHODS

The model anatomy was based on CT data of a human

heart obtained at autopsy [10]. From these data we made a

three-dimensional (3-D) finite-difference (FD) grid with 0.2-

mm resolution (567× 501× 711 nodes). The atria were not

activated in this study, but were retained in order to allow

the simulation of a grounding electrode on the right atrium.

Fiber orientation was defined mathematically. Fibers rotated

transmurally in accordance with measured data [11] and were

aligned with the endocardial and epicardial surfaces (Fig. 1).

Three ventricular cell types were used: epicardial cells in

the outer 20 % of the wall, M-cells in the next 30 %, and

endocardial cells in the inner 50 % [12]. Ionic currents Iion

were computed with the model of the human ventricular

cell membrane formulated by Bernus et al. [13], which

accounts for these three cell types. The different cell layers

are illustrated in Fig. 1. For sinus rhythm simulation, we

mimicked the action of the Purkinje network by stimulating

the ventricles at the early activation sites and corresponding

times published by Durrer et al. [14].

The bidomain model [1] describes the cardiac tissue as

consisting of two co-located syncytia termed the intracellular

and extracellular domain, characterized by conductivity ten-

sors Gi and Ge, respectively. A current with surface density

Im flows between the two domains. The intracellular and

extracellular potentials φi and φe are subject to the bidomain
equations:

∇ · (Gi∇φi) = βIm (1)

∇ · (Ge∇φe) = −βIm (2)

where β is the membrane surface-to-volume ratio. The trans-

membrane current density Im consists of a capacitive part,

an ionic part Iion(Vm, t) generated by the cell membrane,

and an imposed stimulation current density Is:

Im = Cm
∂Vm

∂t
+ Iion + Is (3)
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Fig. 1. Top right: heart model showing the tissue embedded in a thin layer
of fluid (pink). Tissue types are identified with colors: gray for endocardial,
blue for M-cells, green for epicardial, and cyan for connective tissue. Black
spots indicate early activation sites, which play the role of Purkinje-muscle
junctions in our model. The heart is shown approximately in a posterior
view with the left ventricular cavity on the left. Between the atria, the aortic
annulus is visible. Coronary arteries are shown for orientation (veins were
omitted); most prominent is the right circumflex artery which bends down
in the crux cordis. Bottom left: detail of the left ventricular wall showing, at
1-mm resolution, the planes in which the fibers lie; the transmural rotation
is not shown.

TABLE I

CONDUCTIVITY VALUES (SM−1)

material σeT σeL σiT σiL

ventricular muscle 0.12 0.30 0.03 0.30

connective tissue 0.20 0.20 0 0

fluid 0.60 0.60 0 0

where Cm is the membrane capacitance per unit area. We

used β = 1000 cm−1 and Cm = 1 μF/cm2. Using an operator

splitting approach [15] and forward-Euler integration for Vm

we write the equations in terms of φe and Vm as

V t+δt
m = V t

m +
δt

βCm

{
A · (V t

m + φt
e) − β(It

ion + It
s)

}
(4)

and

B · φt+δt
e = A · V t+δt

m (5)

where A and B are N×N matrices discretizing the operators

∇· (Ge +Gi)∇ and ∇·Gi∇, respectively; N is the number

of nodes. Ge and Gi are inhomogeneous tensor fields.

Conductivity values were based on a review of experimental

studies by Roth [16]. An overview of all conductivity values

in myocardium, fluid, and connective tissue is given in Tab. I.

We indicate the conductivities by σeT, σeL, σiT, and σiL

with subscript ‘e’ for extracellular, ‘i’ for intracellular, ‘T’

for transverse, and ‘L’ for longitudinal.

We computed A and B using an expression proposed by

Saleheen and Ng, which accounts for the inhomogeneously

anisotropic conductivity and allows discontinuities in the

conductivity tensor fields [17]. In their approach, boundaries

of the heart are just discontinuities, where Gi = 0 in fluid

and connective tissue and Gi = Ge = 0 in air. The conditions

n̂ · Gi∇φi = 0 on ∂tissue (6)

n̂ · Ge∇φe = 0 on ∂air (7)

are satisfied without explicitly enforcing them. In Saleheen

and Ng’s method [17], the conductivity is constant on “ele-

ments” and changes only in a thin transition layer between

the elements. An element is a rectangular volume cornered

by 8 nodes. Because the conductivity is defined on elements

rather than nodes, the boundary is infinitesimally close to the

nodes. Nodes on the tissue boundary therefore represent only

a part of the tissue volume represented by interior nodes. This

was accounted for by assigning them a proportional fraction

of the standard value for β.

Equation (5) was solved using a custom-implemented

biconjugate gradient stabilized (BICGSTAB) solver [18]. φt
e

was used as initial guess for φt+1
e . A prediction algorithm

based on V t+δt
m −V t

m was used to improve this initial guess.

We used an incomplete-LU (ILU) preconditioner, parallelized

using domain decomposition [18].

Vm was computed with a time step of δt = 10 μs. The

stepsize was doubled when all cells finished depolarization.

As proposed by Vigmond et al., the computation of φe was

performed less frequently [15]. We generally updated φe

once in every 5δt.
Monodomain simulations were performed by replacing (4)

with

V t+δt
m = V t

m +
δt

βCm

{
∇ · (G′∇V t

m) − β(It
ion + It

s)
}

(8)

where G′ is the “bulk conductivity tensor” [4] whose ele-

ments are:

G′
μν =

GiμνGeμν

Giμν + Geμν
(9)

In both monodomain and bidomain simulations, φe was

computed from (5), i.e., based on the bidomain conductivity

tensors Gi and Ge. For the monodomain model, this corre-

sponds to solving a separate forward problem, and is only

done once per millisecond of simulated time.

Simulations were performed on 32 processors of an SGI

Altix 3700 computer. The program was written in C and

parallelized with OpenMP.

III. RESULTS

The heart model at 0.2-mm resolution had 26 million

nodes representing active tissue, for which Vm and φe were

computed, and 10 million nodes representing connective

tissue and atrial muscle, for which only φe was computed.

Simulations with the resulting 36-million-node “dry heart”

model produced φe > 40 mV in late-activated areas, which

we considered beyond the physiological range [19]. There-

fore we performed all following simulations with a 1-mm

layer of fluid appended to the endocardial and epicardial

surfaces, a situation approximating a Langendorff setup. This

measure added 9 million nodes for which φe was computed.

Filling the cavities with blood resulted in another 10 million

such nodes. Thus, we computed Vm at 26 million nodes and
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Fig. 2. φe on the left ventricular epicardial surface 28 ms after subepicardial
pacing. Only the ventricular muscle is shown, with the left anterior descend-
ing and left circumflex arteries for orientation. Short white line segments
indicate epicardial fiber orientation. A nearly elliptic dark-blue area indicates
the negative φe that are due to depolarized tissue; deviations from an elliptic
shape are caused by the counterclockwise transmural fiber orientation. Low-
level negative φe also witness this rotation. Positive φe (yellow to red)
occur where depolarization travels along the fibers. The curved positive
area, which can be well distinguished on the top left side, is again due to
the fact that this longitudinal direction is rotated counterclockwise in deeper
layers.

φe at either 45 million or 55 million nodes. These models

used 22 GB and 26 GB of memory, respectively. Simulation

of one heart beat (600 ms) in sinus rhythm took 39 hours with

empty ventricles and 51 hours with the blood-filled version

on 32 processors.

A verification of the model was performed by simulating

epicardial potential maps obtained after epicardial and in-

tramural pacing and comparing them to measured data [20].

Development of the potential pattern reflected the transmural

rotation of fibers, showing an expansion and counterclock-

wise rotation of the positive areas for (sub)epicardial pacing,

expansion and clockwise rotation for subendocardial pacing,

and a more symmetric expansion for mid-wall pacing. The

case of sub-epicardial pacing is illustrated in Fig. 2.

To compare monodomain and bidomain models, both sinus

rhythm and epicardial pacing experiments were performed.

For a sinus beat, total depolarization of the ventricles took

103.5 ms in the monodomain model, 98.4 ms in the dry heart,

97.1 ms in the heart with fluid layer, and 97.0 ms in the heart

with filled cavities.

Simulated electrograms are shown in Fig. 3. They demon-

strate low-amplitude complexes in the RV basal area, small

R waves (initial positive waves) and large S (negative)

waves in the middle part of the RV free wall, and large

R waves on the left ventricular wall. These features can be

observed on the human heart [19]. The figure also shows

that differences between monodomain and bidomain models

are small compared to differences between empty and filled

ventricles.

Filling of the cavities reduced R-wave amplitude within

4 mm of the endocardial surface by a few millivolts, and

increased R-wave amplitude in midmural and epicardial

layers by up to 10 mV (Fig. 3). These effects too were

accurately reproduced by φe computed from monodomain

Vm. Potentials in the intracavitary fluid were always negative

during depolarization, even very close to the endocardium.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have investigated the impact of the monodomain

assumption on simulated propagation in an isolated human

heart, by comparing results with a bidomain model. Differ-

ences between the two models were extremely small, even

if φe was influenced considerably by fluid-filled cavities.

There was a small difference in propagation velocity between

the two models. All other properties of Vm and φe were

accurately reproduced by the monodomain model with a

forward solver for φe. We have repeated the experiments

shown in this paper with simulated ischemia and with the

Na conductivity reduced by 90 %, and arrived at the same

conclusions.

Since the monodomain approximation is not even approx-

imately valid (Tab. I) it may be expected that monodomain

simulation results differ importantly from bidomain results.

However, monodomain simulations have provided realistic

results. The epicardial potential patterns measured by Tac-

cardi et al. have been reproduced by bidomain, monodomain,

and eikonal models [21], [22], [23]. We have demonstrated

that even if differences between monodomain and bidomain

results can be found, they are small enough to be ignored

for most applications, with the obvious exception of those

involving applied currents. Another exception must be made

with respect to the influence of adjacent fluid on Vm within

a few hundred μm from the surface [3]. These effects seem

to be ignorable on the scale of a human heart, but they may

be significant in smaller hearts, and are critically important

for the understanding of superfused preparations [24].
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